Mapping clay and soil organic matter for fields without samples using EMI and aerial imagery
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1 Introduction

4 Model types
Linear models and LOESS models predicted clay contents
equally well in most cases (Figure 5). On the other hand,
LOESS models predicted SOM more accurately than linear
models. Linear models failed to predict areas with high
SOM contents in Estrup and Vindum (Figure 5).

We test a method for mapping soil properties for fields
without samples by combining regional maps with EMI and
aerial imagery. We test the method for five agricultural
fields in Denmark (Figure 1), using leave-field-out
accuracy assessment.

Figure 3. Soil organic matter (SOM) contents predicted with
LOESS models trained on calibrated brightness in the red spectrum
using leave-field-out.

3 Predictive accuracy

Figure 1. Five agricultural fields in Denmark used in the study.

2 Mapping procedure
We map clay contents using centered, calibrated EMI data
(Figure 2) and soil organic matter (SOM) using centered
brightness values (Figure 3). We adjust the predicted values
using median values from coarse regional maps.

R2 values were higher than for the coarse regional map and
on par with local models, especially for fields with a large
range of variation. RMSE was in most cases on par with the
coarse map, except for SOM predicted in the fields Estrup
and Vindum, which had areas with organic soils. For these
fields, RMSE was on par with local models. Prediction
intervals were in most cases wider than the observed range
of variation.

Figure 5. Relationships between clay contents and ECa for each
field observed from samples and predicted by linear and LOESS
models trained on external data.

Figure 5. Relationships between soil organic matter (SOM)
contents and soil brightness observed from samples and predicted
by linear and LOESS models trained on external data.

Figure 2. Clay contents predicted with linear models trained on
calibrated ECa data using leave-field-out.

Figure 4. Accuracy of the predictions of clay and organic matter
contents using ECa and soil brightness relative to the accuracies of
the coarse maps.

5 Conclusion
The method predicts clay and SOM patterns well, but has
limited accuracy for predicting absolute values. It was most
useful for mapping SOM in fields with organic soils.

